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I.  OMITTED EVIDENCE 
 

You represent Spring Freely, the defendant in a lawsuit filed by Polly Plaintiff. Polly 
alleges that Spring Freely manufactured a defective trampoline that collapsed when Polly jumped 
on it. The resulting spinal injury left her a quadriplegic.  
 

You have desperately tried to settle this case because of the huge damage exposure. You 
have some liability defenses, but you and your client realize that Polly and her situation make for 
a sympathetic case. Polly Plaintiff has rejected several offers from Spring Freely and has stated 
that she wants her day in court. 

 
 Spring Freely has some insurance but not enough to cover the anticipated damage 

verdict.  
 

You are in the middle of an intense, multi-day trial, and so far, the plaintiff=s case looks 
pretty strong.  Suddenly, the plaintiff rests, and you become overjoyed when you realize that, 
while the plaintiff put on a strong case for liability, they forgot to put on any evidence of 
damages.  You will win! 
 

Then your glee is shattered when the plaintiff’s attorney says to you, ACounsel, I=ve 
neglected to enter some proof.  Will you stipulate to reopening?” 
 

1. What do you say?  Why? 
 
2. What if the judge asked defense counsel to reopen? 

 
3. Should you talk to your client before answering the judge? 

 
   4. Should the judge have asked you to stipulate to reopening plaintiff=s case? 
 

5. Would your answers be different if plaintiff=s attorney had asked you to stipulate 
to reopening rather than the judge?  How? 

 
Professional Conduct Considerations 

 
Rule 1.2  SCOPE OF REPRESENTATION AND ALLOCATION OF AUTHORITY 
BETWEEN CLIENT AND LAWYER 
(a) Subject to paragraphs (b) and (c), a lawyer shall abide by a client's decisions concerning 

the objectives of representation and, as required by Rule 1.4, shall consult with the client 
as to the means by which they are to be pursued. A lawyer may take such action on 
behalf of the client as is impliedly authorized to carry out the representation. A lawyer 
shall abide by a client's decision whether to settle a matter. In a criminal case, the lawyer 
shall abide by the client's decision, after consultation with the lawyer, as to a plea to be 
entered, whether to waive jury trial and whether the client will testify. 
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(c) A lawyer shall not counsel a client to engage, or assist a client, in conduct that the lawyer 
knows is illegal or fraudulent, but a lawyer may discuss the legal consequences of any 
proposed course of conduct with a client and may counsel or assist a client to make a 
good faith effort to determine the validity, scope, meaning or application of the law. 

 
 

Rule 1.3  DILIGENCE 
A lawyer shall not neglect a legal matter entrusted to the lawyer. 
 
Rule 1.4  COMMUNICATION 
(b) A lawyer shall explain a mater to the extent reasonably necessary to permit the client to 

make informed decisions regarding the representation. 
 
Rule 2.1  ADVISOR   
In representing a client, a lawyer shall exercise independent professional judgment and render 
candid advice. In rendering advice, a lawyer may refer not only to law but to other considerations 
such as moral, economic, social and political factors, that may be relevant to the client's 
situation. 

 
Rule 8.4  MISCONDUCT 
(a)       It is professional misconduct for a lawyer to: 

(4) engage in conduct that is prejudicial to the administration of justice; 
 

 
 

Statement of Professionalism 
 
Introduction: “we belong to a profession devoted to serving both the interests of our 
clients and the public good.” 
 

• I will promote the integrity of the profession and the legal system. 
• I will work to achieve my client’s goals, while at the same time maintain my professional 

ability to give independent legal advice to my client. 
• I will always advise my clients of the costs and potential benefits or risks of any 

considered legal position or course of action. 
• I will not employ tactics that are intended to delay, harass, or drain the financial resources 

of any party. 
• I will be courteous and respectful to my clients, to adverse litigants and adverse counsel, 

and to the court. 
• I will only pursue positions and litigation that have merit. 
• I will explore all legitimate methods and opportunities to resolve disputes at every stage 

in my representation of my client. 
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II. OVERHEARING CONVERSATION 
 

Audrey Outstanding represents BigTime Corp. in its acquisition of SmallTime Corp.  
SmallTime Corp, a closely-held family corporation, is represented by Paul Perimeter. Audrey is 
aware that BigTime Corp is particularly interested in how anxious the sellers really are to sell, 
since the purchase price is the main point of negotiation in the acquisition. BigTime is willing to 
pay $375,000 for the company, if the other details work out.  
 

Audrey and Paul met once at a Bar Association meeting, several years ago. 
 

While at lunch, Audrey realizes that Paul is sitting at the next table with SmallTime 
Corporation’s accountant. She hears the accountant say, “You know, Paul, the family is in a real 
financial bind.  They have a huge debt to the IRS and they need to sell SmallTime immediately.  
I can make a recommendation to you about what they need to pay off this debt.  Hmmm…let me 
see…” There is a pause as the accountant shuffles through his notes.  
 

It seems to Audrey that Paul either did not notice when she sat down at the next table or 
that he did not recognize her.   
 

What should Audrey do?  
 

Would it make any difference if the conversation at the next table was: 
 

• Between two support staff persons from Paul’s firm?   
• Between two associates from Paul’s firm? 
• Between Paul Permiter and his client? 
• What should Paul do, if he realizes the situation?   

 
Professional Conduct Considerations 

 
Rule 4.4  RESPECT FOR THE RIGHTS OF THIRD PERSONS; INADVERTENTLY 
SENT DOCUMENTS 
(b)  A lawyer who receives a document relating to the representation of the lawyer's client 

and knows or reasonably should know that the document was inadvertently sent shall 
promptly notify the sender. 

 
Rule 8.4  MISCONDUCT 
(a) It is professional misconduct for a lawyer to: 

 (3) engage in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation that 
reflects adversely on the lawyer’s fitness to practice law; 

 
Statement of Professionalism 

 
Introduction: “we belong to a profession devoted to serving both the interests of our 
clients and the public good.” 
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• I will promote the integrity of the profession and the legal system. 
• I will work to achieve my client’s goals, while at the same time maintain my professional 

ability to give independent legal advice to my client. 
• I will not employ tactics that are intended to delay, harass, or drain the financial resources 

of any party. 
• I will be courteous and respectful to my clients, to adverse litigants and adverse counsel, 

and to the court. 
• I will explore all legitimate methods and opportunities to resolve disputes at every stage 

in my representation of my client. 
 

 
 
 

III.  THE MORNING LAWYER 
 

Plaintiff’s counsel, Pam Jones, has a contentious and complex litigation case against 
Corporation ABC.  ABC is represented by Dwayne Smith.  Plaintiff’s counsel Pam has noticed 
that sometimes Dwayne’s litigation style is hostile and aggressive, and at other times Dwayne is 
easy to negotiate with and even tempered in discussions.  Dwayne is a relatively new lawyer, but 
has been around long enough to have established himself as unreliable, persistently late to 
hearings, and as appearing generally disheveled.  Pam takes Dwayne out to lunch.  During lunch 
Dwayne has three martinis.  Pam is able to settle the case for very favorable terms.  Upon 
returning to the office, Pam’s elation at settling the case is tempered by the following questions. 

 
• Did Dwayne’s lack of experience cause him to make a mistake in settling?  If so, what 

should Pam do? 
 

• Was Dwayne under the influence of alcohol when he agreed to the settlement?  If so, 
what should Pam do? 
 

• Is Pam required to report Dwayne to the Bar for discipline? 
 

• Should Pam call the Oregon Attorney Assistance Program? 
 

Professional Conduct Considerations 
 
Rule 1.1  COMPETENCE 
A lawyer shall provide competent representation to a client. Competent representation requires 
the legal knowledge, skill, thoroughness and preparation reasonably necessary for the 
representation. 
 
Rule 8.3  REPORTING PROFESSIONAL MISCONDUCT 
(a) A lawyer who knows that another lawyer has committed a violation of the Rules of 

Professional Conduct that raises a substantial question as to that lawyer's honesty, 
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trustworthiness or fitness as a lawyer in other respects shall inform the Oregon State Bar 
Client Assistance Office.  

(c) This rule does not require disclosure of information otherwise protected by Rule 1.6 or 
ORS 9.460(3), or apply to lawyers who obtain such knowledge or evidence while: 
(1) acting as a member, investigator, agent, employee or as a designee of the State 

Lawyers Assistance Committee;  
(2) acting as a board member, employee, investigator, agent or lawyer for or on behalf of 

the Professional Liability Fund or as a Board of Governors liaison to the Professional 
Liability Fund; or 

(3) participating in the loss prevention programs of the Professional Liability Fund, 
including the Oregon Attorney Assistance Program. 

 
Statement of Professionalism 

Introduction: “we belong to a profession devoted to serving both the interests of our 
clients and the public good.” 

 
• I will promote the integrity of the profession and the legal system. 
• I will protect and improve the image of the legal profession in the eyes of the public. 
• I will always be prepared for any proceeding in which I am representing my client. 

 
 

IV.  TAKING CALLS 
 
 Emily Exhausted is sitting in her office at 6:00 p.m. Her support staff is long gone. It’s 
been a long, rough, day and she’s just finishing up some last-minute paper work. She’s expecting 
a call from her husband about dinner plans. The office telephone rings, and, hoping it’s her 
husband (who keeps forgetting to call the “inside” line), Emily answers the telephone. The caller 
asks for Emily by name. The voice is not at all familiar, and she is sure she’s never spoken to this 
person before. She really doesn’t want to take the call, so she simply states, “I’m sorry, she’s not 
here. May I take a message?” 

 With which of the following statements do you most agree: 

   1. Emily’s conduct is fine. 

   2. Emily’s conduct has violated disciplinary rules. 

   3. Emily’s conduct is unprofessional. 

 Assume Emily suspected the caller was a client or opposing counsel that she was trying 
to avoid? 

   1. Emily’s conduct is fine. 

   2. Emily’s conduct has violated disciplinary rules. 

   3. Emily’s conduct is unprofessional. 

 
Professional Conduct Considerations 
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Rule 8.4  Misconduct 
(a) It is professional misconduct for a lawyer to: 

(3) engage in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation that 
reflects adversely on the lawyer’s fitness to practice law; 

 
(b) Notwithstanding paragraphs (a)(1), (3) and (4) and Rule 3.3(a)(1), it shall not be 

professional misconduct for a lawyer to advise clients or others about or to supervise 
lawful covert activity in the investigation of violations of civil or criminal law or 
constitutional rights, provided the lawyer's conduct is otherwise in compliance with these 
Rules of Professional Conduct. "Covert activity," as used in this rule, means an effort to 
obtain information on unlawful activity through the use of misrepresentations or other 
subterfuge. "Covert activity" may be commenced by a lawyer or involve a lawyer as an 
advisor or supervisor only when the lawyer in good faith believes there is a reasonable 
possibility that unlawful activity has taken place, is taking place or will take place in the 
foreseeable future. 

 
In Re Gatti, 330 Or 517, 8 Pd 966 (2000). 
 
In Re Carpenter, 337 Or 226, 95 P3d 203 (2004). 
 

Statement of Professionalism 
 
Introduction: “we belong to a profession devoted to serving both the interests of our 
clients and the public good.” 
 

• I will promote the integrity of the profession and the legal system. 
• I will protect and improve the image of the legal profession in the eyes of the public. 
• I will communicate fully and openly with my client, and use written fee agreements with 

my clients. 
• I will be courteous and respectful to my clients, to adverse litigants and adverse counsel, 

and to the court. 
 



As lawyers, we belong to a profession that serves our clients and the public good. As officers of the
court, we aspire to a professional standard of conduct that goes beyond merely complying with the
ethical rules. Professionalism is the courage to care about and act for the benefit of our clients, our
peers, our careers, and the public good. Because we are committed to professionalism, we will
conduct ourselves in a way consistent with the following principles in dealing with our clients,
opposing parties, opposing counsel, the courts, and the public. 

• I will promote the integrity of the profession and the legal system.
• I will work to ensure access to justice for all segments of society.
• I will avoid all forms of unlawful or unethical discrimination.
• I will protect and improve the image of the legal profession in the eyes of the public.
• I will promote respect for the courts.
• I will support the education of the public about the legal system.
• I will work to achieve my client’s goals, while at the same time maintain my professional

ability to give independent legal advice to my client.
• I will always advise my clients of the costs and potential benefits or risks of any

considered legal position or course of action.
• I will communicate fully and openly with my client, and use written fee agreements with

my clients.
• I will not employ tactics that are intended to delay, harass, or drain the financial resources

of any party.
• I will always be prepared for any proceeding in which I am representing my client.
• I will be courteous and respectful to my clients, to adverse litigants and adverse counsel,

and to the court.
• I will only pursue positions and litigation that have merit.
• I will explore all legitimate methods and opportunities to resolve disputes at every stage

in my representation of my client. 
• I will support pro bono activities. 

Statement of Professionalism
Adopted by the Oregon State Bar House of Delegates and

Approved by the Supreme Court of Oregon effective November 16, 2006

Oregon State Bar • 5200 SW Meadows Road • Lake Oswego, OR 97035-0889 
503.620.0222 or toll-free in Oregon 800.452.8260



Ensuring the quality of our professional lives and improving the public’s perception of our profession begins with our conduct 
toward each other. It also rests on our conduct in the courtroom, before judges, opposing counsel, juries and members of the 
public. Lawyers are educated and trained to exercise a high degree of skill and competence in representing individuals and 
organizations in the legal system. They should complement those attributes by exercising the highest standard of conduct when 
dealing with judges, clients and one another, whether verbally or in writing. Professionalism differs from ethics in that ethics rules 
are mandated rules of conduct while professionalism is a standard to which lawyers should aspire. The following suggestions for 
observing professionalism stem from years of litigation and courtroom experience, and some hard lessons learned during that 
time. This list was compiled from comments received from judges, attorneys and clients who were asked for suggestions on what 
can be done to improve professionalism. Integrating these suggestions into daily practice not only will improve the quality of your 
professional life, but will also make you a more effective advocate for your client
1. Promote the efficient resolution of disputes. In most cases, an attorney should advise the client of the availability 
of mediation, arbitration and other appropriate methods for resolving disputes outside of the courtroom. A professional lawyer 
should always consider, and advise the client of, the most effi cient way of resolving the dispute. This includes consideration of 
the effect litigation and particularly the trial will have on your client and the benefits to your client that flow from resolving a 
dispute sooner rather than later. Most clients want a dispute resolved in a timely manner with minimal cost; staying out of court 
usually accomplishes that goal. Attorneys should do everything they can to resolve pretrial disputes without involving the court. 
This is especially true with disputes over discovery issues—many motions to compel discovery can be resolved without using 
the resources of the justice system.
2. Be a counselor to your client, not a mere puppet. Clients don’t always know what is and isn’t right. They aren’t 
familiar with the ethics rules that bind lawyers and the unwritten local conventions lawyers observe when working on cases with 
one another. Some clients want you to dislike the opposing party as much as they do and, thus, they expect you to make the 
other side’s life miserable. Some clients also might not appreciate that you and your opponent are professional colleagues and 
very likely will have cases against one another in the years to come, and they might not take into account that your relationship 
with a judge is important to your ability to represent them in the current case and other clients in future cases. Adopting a 
“scorched-earth” or “take-no-prisoners” approach to litigation will not serve your client’s interests and ultimately will work to your 
client’s disadvantage in resolving the dispute. A lawyer should defuse emotions that might interfere with the effective handling 
of litigation and which could complicate or preclude resolution of a dispute in a way that best serves the client’s interests. If a 
client requests or insists upon a course of action that is contrary to local custom or would be counter-productive to the client’s 
interests, tell the client so and explain why. Some clients might take longer to understand this notion than will others, but you 
can’t represent your client’s interests by taking an action you know will ultimately harm those interests.
3. Keep your word. Lawyers spend a lot of time putting things in writing, but in the daily practice of litigation a lot of 
routine business gets done verbally. Your ability to practice effectively will depend to a large degree on whether opposing counsel 
and co-counsel trust you. If your colleagues know they can trust you to do what you say, your professional life will be a lot easier. 
So, do what you say you will, and if you can’t do or agree to something, then say you can’t do or agree to it. You’ll find that a little 
candor goes a long way. 
4. Don’t fudge.  Credibility is everything. Some lawyers gain a reputation for being fudgers. They overstate the facts in 
a case, misrepresent the holding in a case, or misstate the position of the opposing party. Some attorneys believe they are 
simply zealously representing their clients when they stretch or shade the truth. They are actually doing a disservice to their 
client. Once this reputation sets in, it is difficult for a lawyer to regain credibility and it ultimately diminishes the lawyer’s ability 
to be effective as an advocate. Credibility and reputation are earned from hard work, ethical practice and a believable and 
accurate representation. Credibility and reputation will get you a lot further during litigation and especially in a courtroom than 
any other aspect of your practice. 
5. Disagree agreeably. Lawyers don’t always agree, especially when they are on opposite sides of a case. But a disagreement 
between lawyers shouldn’t devolve into a declaration of war. Lawyers should keep in mind that disagreements are inherent in 
litigation and that each side has a job to do for his or her client. In doing that job it is inevitable that lawyers will disagree on 
the facts, legal or procedural issues, the credibility of a party or witness, or the value of a case. When the disagreement can’t be 
resolved, accept that the disagreement is a legitimate difference of opinion between two professionals and don’t take it as a 
personal affront.
6. Extend professional courtesies. “Live by the sword, die by the sword.” It’s a maxim that applies to litigation and to 
litigators. The professional lawyer consents to reasonable requests for extensions of time, resets, reschedulings and other routine 
matters. If such a request won’t prejudice your client, there’s usually no legitimate reason not to agree to an opponent’s request. 
If you refuse a reasonable request and your opponent takes the matter to the judge and you can’t demonstrate prejudice to 
your client or unreasonableness by your opponent, think about how you’ll look to the judge. The time will come when you’ll 
need an extension, reset or rescheduling of a deadline or event. When that time comes, don’t expect your opponent to be 
reasonable toward you if you’ve refused similar requests from your opponent. 

Professionalism for 
Litigation and Courtroom Practice



7. Be prepared. The process of litigating a case and preparing it for trial can be more important than the trial itself. 
Being prepared is to know the rules of civil procedure and courtroom protocol, and to follow those rules. This includes such 
things as conducting effi cient and focused depositions, knowing cases cited in the briefs to address questions at oral argument, 
marking your exhibits and preparing an exhibits list before trial, exchanging your exhibits with the opposing counsel before trial; 
knowing what is and is not appropriate to mention in your opening statement, knowing how to offer an exhibit into evidence; 
carefully selecting and preparing jury instructions, and understanding the hearsay rule. Professionalism begins with conducting all 
phases of litigation well and being prepared to enter the courtroom to conduct your business there in a competent manner.
8. Be on time! Some lawyers have a hard time showing up at a deposition, a hearing or even the trial at the time it is scheduled 
to be conducted. Most lawyers work at showing up on time and if they can’t be there on time, they make an effort to notify 
their opponent or the court of the reason for their tardiness. But some lawyers have no problem with regularly being ten or 
more minutes late for a scheduled appearance and never understand that showing up late for a scheduled proceeding or court 
appearance exhibits an attitude of disrespect for those who are being made to wait.
9. Be courteous and respectful. A little courtesy and respect go a long way. You can’t belittle or mistreat courthouse staff 
or opposing counsel without affecting your standing with the judge or the trier of fact. Whether dealing with opposing counsel, 
a court reporter, courtroom staff or your own co-workers, showing respect toward everyone is often the most effective way 
to establish the basis for relationships that will serve you and your client well later on. Treating an opponent with respect 
and professional courtesy typically creates a cordial if not friendly dynamic that gives you credibility and influence with your 
opponent. Ultimately, these characteristics will translate into better results for your client, regardless of whether the case settles or 
goes to trial. 
10. Pay attention to your appearance. Most lawyers are appropriately dressed and groomed when they participate in a 
case proceeding and come into the courtroom. Some forget where they are at. Professional lawyers present themselves in such a 
way as to not detract from the presentation of their case.
11. Maintain an appropriate demeanor. It is unprofessional to over react in the courtroom to something you don’t agree 
with—especially to a ruling by the judge on an objection. Some lawyers have the unfortunate habit of over-reacting to testimony 
or to a ruling they don’t agree with in the courtroom. This tends to undermine a lawyer’s effectiveness and credibility in the 
courtroom. The advice of one judge is to “not take a judge’s ruling or decision personally.”
12. Object to the evidence in an appropriate manner. Trial lawyers should be frugal with their objections. If it is 
not hurting your case, don’t object. Seasoned trial lawyers object infrequently; rookies jump up and down constantly. It is 
unprofessional and ineffective to be registering constant objections. When an attorney makes an objection to the evidence, the 
attorney should stand and say “objection,” and in a summary fashion state the If the court wants the other attorney to respond, 
the court should so indicate. Lawyers can become sloppy and unprofessional with the objection process. Most judges do not 
appreciate “speaking objections,” where the attorney ends up giving information to the jury that can’t be obtained from a witness.
13. Write as if your reputation depended on it. During a typical case your written communications will comprise the 
majority of your contact with the judge, your opponent and your client. In many cases, your written word is often the first contact 
you will have with each of them. Each time you compose a pleading, brief, letter or e-mail, you shape your professional reputation. 
With that in mind, don’t write anything you wouldn’t want to be known for among your peers or you wouldn’t want read to a jury. 
Your written work product should be free of hyperbole, sarcasm, exaggeration, threats and personal attacks. Don’t overstate the 
facts of the case and be careful to accurately present relevant legal authority. Proofread your written work for grammar, spelling 
and typographical errors. Remember that each time you write you have the unique opportunity to build your professional 
reputation among judges, colleagues and clients, so make sure you’re creating a reputation you can live with.
14. Avoid ex parte contacts with the court. Any attempt to gain an advantage over your opponent through an ex parte 
contact with the court, or the court staff, will poison your reputation with a judge. This includes everything from direct contact 
with a judge on the merits of the case to supplying information to the court without adequate notice to opposing counsel. 
For example, it is not appropriate to place a motion or memorandum into the hands of the judge while mailing a copy of the 
document to opposing counsel, which may arrive at the lawyer’s office two or more days later.
15. Don’t take unfair advantage of opponents. While it’s part of the litigation process to capitalize on your opponent’s 
mistakes or inexperience, it’s not necessary to deliberately embarrass, humiliate, intimidate or bully an inexperienced or less 
skilled opponent. Experienced lawyers should model appropriate professional behavior to less experienced lawyers. If we model 
rude and boorish behavior to less-experienced lawyers, we will create the kind of lawyers that make practice more stressful and 
less enjoyable. Engaging in such inappropriate conduct might cause your opponent to work harder than he or she otherwise 
would, to the ultimate disadvantage of your client - and make you look foolish in the process.
16. Don’t do something just because you can. Justice Potter Stewart once said, “There is a big difference between 
what you have a right to do and what is right to do.” No ethics rule prohibits lawyers from yelling at their opponents or engaging 
in intimidating behavior, and the ethics rules don’t require that lawyers be cordial to one another. On the other hand, think 
about how you’d like to spend the next 40 years as a practicing lawyer. Do you want to build hostile and acrimonious relationships 
with lawyers against whom you might be practicing for decades? Probably not. It usually takes very little effort to be cordial to 



your opponent and that small investment of goodwill will pay large dividends to you in the years to come.
17. Don’t behave differently than you would in front of a judge. The great bulk of litigation occurs outside 
the presence of a judge. The rules of professionalism aren’t different just because the judge isn’t present to watch your every 
move. If you wouldn’t engage in the behavior in front of a judge, then don’t do so when the judge isn’t around.
18. Don’t let your opponent control your behavior. Some lawyers behave unreasonably or harshly, or are 
consistently difficult precisely because they want you to lose your objectivity and shift your focus to “getting back” at them. 
They know that if they can get you to focus on them, then you’ll spend less time working up your case. Once they get you 
thinking about how to get back at them and not about how to build your client’s case, they’ve won. So keep your balance. Your 
client deserves an objective, diligent advocate - not a hothead bent on vengeance against another lawyer.
19. Don’t take yourself too seriously. A wise practitioner once said “Take what you do seriously, but not yourself.” 
Keep in mind that the case is not about you. Many lawyers over estimate the impact they have in the cases they try in the 
courtroom. The truth is that the trier of fact focuses on the message (i.e., the facts) and not the messenger unless through 
inappropriate conduct, the messenger gives the trier of fact reason to focus on them. 
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